
Narrowing a Topic 

MW Library, March 2010 
For assignment resources, go to http://delicious.com/dragonlibrary/spencer_taleoftwocities 

 

Course/Unit: English 10/Oliver Twist 

 Related broad topic: Child labor 

 Why interested? Persists today 

 

Background reading (Goals: To build a foundational understanding of your topic and familiarize yourself with the 

associated key concepts, places, industries, organizations, laws, etc.) 

 

Basics  

 What is it?  (clarify definitions – child labor, what age range qualifies as a child) 

 Where is it still prevalent? 

 In what industries does it occur? 

 What relevant subject terms should you know? 

 

Sample outcomes: labor (American term) v. labour (international term); most noticeably in developing countries; 

agriculture, manufacturing, home industries; “child lab*r” and sweatshops 

 

Next layer  

 What factors are widely accepted as contributing to child labor? 

 What effect does child labor have on children? 

 Why does this practice persist?  What are the benefits of child labor? 

 Who regulates/monitors child labor activity? (potential sources for supporting statistics) 

 What regulations exist and to what extent are they effective? 

 What factors are commonly linked with reducing child labor? 

 What key words might make useful search terms or may suggest subtopics? 

 

Sample outcomes: income and education level of family members, compulsory education laws; shortened life 

expectancy, health problems, poor nutrition, lack of opportunity; International Labour Organization (UN) 

 

Consulting scholarly sources (Goal: To survey existing studies to identify accepted theories and approaches, as 

well as conflicting definitions, existing controversies, gaps in scholarship, etc.) 

 Are there differing/competing definitions among scholars? What are the pros/cons of each? 

 What are common approaches to reducing child labor?   

 Which are the pros and cons of various approaches? 

 What do these studies reveal about gender differences? 

 

Sample outcomes: all working children v. only those for whom work interrupts schooling; educating employers, 

increasing access to schooling, improving socioeconomic level of community, child labor laws. 

 

Narrowing topic 

By region/country By industry By effect By gender 

By contributing factor By regulatory approach By rural v. urban By age 

 

Examples of narrower topics 

 The negative health impact on girls of child labor practices in India’s agricultural industry. 

 The effect of a mother’s income level on child labor rates in Southeast Asia. 

http://www.ilo.org/global/lang--en/index.htm

